COBURN PRIMARY SCHOOL

THE HUMANITIES
POLICY - 2016

Rationale:
At Coburn Primary School , The Humanities involve the study of human societies and environments and
people and their cultures in the past and the present. The Humanities develop in students the key ideas
and concepts that enable them to understand the way in which people and societies have organised their
world under particular conditions and made meaning of it.
The Humanities take as their subject matter human behaviour. Studying The Humanities provides unique
ways to understand how and why groups of people have settled where they have, explore the systems that
shape society, with a specific focus on legal and econcomic systems, to appreciate democratic principles
and to contribute as active, informed and responsible citizens.

Aims:
The study of THE HUMANITIES seeks to develop within students the four important areas of ECONOMICS
and BUSINESS, HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY and CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP.
These areas are the basis of THE HUMANITIES and they aim to develop in students the skills to:
• identify, collect and process data from a range of sources, including electronic media;
• use the inquiry process to plan an investigation, analyse data, and form conclusions supported by
evidence;
• reason and solve problems to assist students in making meaning of their society and environment;
• clarify values and attitudes about issues affecting society and the environment, in particular tolerance
of people from many cultures and commitment to the democratic process;
• participate in activities that enhance community life, particularly in making decisions about local
projects and in ways of achieving an ecologically sustainable development; and
• use communication technology to support learning about society and environment and in
investigating and communicating ideas.

Implementation:
All students at Coburn Primary School will study a sequential THE HUMANITIES course based upon the
standards contained within the Victorian Curriculum incorporated into the Inquiry Learning program.

Evaluation:
Evaluation of the Program will be ongoing and based on the learning outcomes outlined in the Victorian
Curriculum. Methods of evaluation will include:
 anecodotal records
 conferencing with teacher
 student work
 self assessment
 program evaluation (i.e. through Program Budget )
This policy will be reviewed as part of the school’s three-year review cycle.
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